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Abstract

Summary: The evolutionary histories of individual regions across a genomic alignment—called 'local genealogies'—can differ from each other, due to processes such as recombination. Elucidating and analyzing these local genealogies are important for a large number of inference tasks, including those pertaining to species phylogenies, evolutionary processes and trait mapping. In this paper, we present a toolkit for automated local phylogenomic analyses, or ALPHA. The purpose of this toolkit is to provide a wide array of functionalities for automated inference of local genealogies as well as analyses based on these local genealogies. The toolkit uses sliding windows to construct local genealogies and can compute a wide array of local phylogeny based statistics, such as the D-statistic. The toolkit comes with a graphical user interface and several import/export functionalities. Over the last few decades, much emphasis in phylogenomics has been put on developing tools for inferring species phylogenies. This toolkit complements those efforts by emphasizing the 'local' aspect of phylogenomics.

Availability and implementation: ALPHA is freely available for installation and use, including source code, at https://github.com/chilleo/ALPHA. Contact: chilleo@gmail.com or nakhleh@rice.edu

1 Introduction

The relationship between the evolutionary history of a set of genomes and the evolutionary histories of individual regions, or loci, in those genomes can be complex due to processes such as recombination and selection (Hein \textit{et al.}, 2004). In the past three or four decades, a wide array of algorithms and software tools were developed for inferring evolutionary histories of populations or species, most of which make use of genealogies of individual loci as the input data (Nakhleh, 2013; Szöllösi \textit{et al.}, 2014).

Local genealogies—evolutionary trees on individual genomic regions—serve as the input data to most species phylogeny inference methods. They are also useful for elucidating evolutionary processes, inferring protein function and mapping traits. For example, in Fontaine \textit{et al.} (2015), the authors used local genealogies to postulate hypotheses about introgression between medically relevant mosquito vectors.

We report here on ALPHA, a toolkit for automated local phylogenomic analyses, whose purpose is to provide implementations for automated analyses in two categories: inference of and analyses based on local genealogies in phylogenomic studies. The toolkit currently has several functionalities for both categories of analyses, allows for multiple import/export features, and is equipped with a graphical user interface that allows for various visualizations of the analyses.

2 Materials and methods

The ALPHA toolkit is a graphical user interface (GUI) application that is built in Python and uses several popular bioinformatics libraries and tools (Cock \textit{et al.}, 2009; Huerta-Cepas \textit{et al.}, 2016; Hunter, 2007; Jones \textit{et al.}, 2014; Sukumaran and Holder, 2010; Than \textit{et al.}, 2008) to perform its inferences and analyses. ALPHA’s main
strengths, aside from its quality of life features for bioinformaticians, would be its ease of use for performing analyses that require integration of several standard phylogenetic tools and techniques into a single pipeline, and for visualizing a wide array of the corresponding results, which we believe most users will find to be publication quality visualizations. For a more detailed description of all the features of ALPHA (see Section 2.3). The ALPHA Toolkit can be installed on both Windows and Mac computers.

2.1 Inference of local genealogies

The toolkit uses one of the most common techniques for inferring local genealogies: sliding a window of a fixed width across the genomic alignment and inferring a tree on the sites within the window. The user specifies a genomic alignment as input and the window size and offset to control how the window is slid across the alignment. In this context, the window offset is defined to be the number of bases to skip from the start of one window to the start of the next window. For instance, if the window size and offset are equal the windows will be adjacent and non-overlapping. Decreasing this offset would create overlap between windows. An installation of RAxML (Stamatakis, 2006) is used for building the local genealogical trees. RAxML is a ubiquitous tree building software that returns a maximum likelihood tree for a multiple sequence alignment. RAxML is extremely fast and its speed does not compromise its ability to find trees with good likelihood scores, which has led to its widespread adoption. The alignment and genealogy for each window is saved and can be used for a number of analyses.

Figure 1 demonstrates a few of the analyses and accompanying visualizations that can be performed by the toolkit.

First, the different topologies built can be visualized alongside the frequency at which they occur. The user can filter this set of topologies to only show a desired set of topologies, where the user can set a threshold for the number of the most frequently observed topologies to be visualized. These visualizations are shown in Figure 1A and B. Figure 1C shows the local genealogies by their physical locations across the genomic alignment. Additional features include statistics on informative sites within windows (Fig. 1D and E) and comparisons of local genealogies to a user-specified species phylogeny using a variety of measures and statistics such as in Figure 1F. For convenience to users, a graphical user interface is also included for converting most genome alignment formats to other common formats.

2.2 Analyses based on local genealogies

With the advent of many new approaches for obtaining local genealogies in addition to window-sliding approaches, we have also included a suite of features for quantifying the differences between competing approaches for local genealogy inference. Given the ubiquity of ms (Hudson, 2002) for simulating genome alignments with recombination, the user can input two files containing local genealogies for each site of an alignment, formatted in the ms style, and the toolkit will calculate and plot various comparison statistics. One such analysis, which compares times to most recent common ancestors of the trees for each local region, is shown in Figure 1G.

The D statistic (Durand et al., 2011), also known as the ‘ABBA-BABA’ test, calculates how far the site patterns of mutations in local regions of a genome alignment deviate from the distribution under a null model of no introgression. This statistic is commonly used to highlight local regions that are candidates for having been gained through introgression. Though there exist many tools for calculating the D statistic across a genomic alignment, to our knowledge this toolkit includes the first graphical user interface for D statistic calculations. The user inputs a four taxon genome alignment and graphically specifies the assumed species phylogeny structure with an outgroup. The toolkit then calculates and plots the D statistic values.

2.3 Full list of features

The following is a full list of the specific features of the ALPHA toolkit. This list includes both the analyses that can be performed as well as corresponding visualizations.

1. A multiple sequence alignment can be broken into windows, with RAxML run on each individual window. The user can
specify the size of the windows as well as how far to offset the amount of basepairs until the next window. An assumed species tree can be automatically generated by running RAxML on the full alignment in addition to the individual windows. If desired, both the exact RAxML command and assumed species phylogeny can be entered manually.

- The user can choose to do bootstrapping when generating a tree for a genomic window, and can set a confidence threshold for individual tree nodes based on how many bootstrap trees shared that split.
- The user can specify to run all window based analyses in a rooted fashion, where the user specifies a specific taxon to be the root in their alignment.
- The following values can be calculated and visualized:
  - The user can view the trees of the most frequent topologies of the local genealogies. Of the most frequently occurring trees, the user specifies how many they would like to view.
  - The user can visualize where the most frequent topologies occur in the sequence alignment. Again the user can specify how many top topologies they are interested in for the visualization.
  - The user can generate a donut plot of the most frequently occurring topologies.
  - The amount of informative sites within each window can be calculated and visualized.
  - A heatmap can be generated to view the density of informative sites along the genome alignment.
  - Both the weighted and unweighted Robinson-Foulds distance for each window between the local genealogy and an assumed species phylogeny can be calculated and visualized.
  - At each window, the probability of the local genealogy given an assumed species tree can be calculated and visualized.

2. A File Converter GUI is provided as a quality of life feature for converting multiple sequence alignments between common genome file formats.

3. Two files, or the previously obtained results from ALPHA and another file, containing the local genealogy at every site of a genomic window formats.

4. The ABBA-BABA test can be performed on individual windows of a four taxon genome sequence alignment. Again, the size of the windows and the offset between them can be specified by the user. The results can be visualized.

2.4 Future directions

There is a wide range of ways that ALPHA could be extended in the future. For example, we chose to use RAxML for building the local genealogies for each window. In principle, any tree building method could be used instead. Currently, a user can modify the source of ALPHA to adapt it to their chosen tree building software, though in the future ALPHA could be modified to work with more software packages by default. The same could be said about using the *ms* style for storing local genealogies for each site of a genomic alignment. There are many ways of doing this, and the software could be changed to accommodate other formats.

More involved future directions would include moving away from the assumption of fixed-width window-based analyses. For instance, a user could enter a map of recombination locations as a list of site locations to be used as the boundaries between windows for all current ALPHA analyses. Even more sophisticated local phylogenomic analyses, such as HMM-based (Hobolth et al., 2007) or fully Bayesian (Rasmussen et al., 2014) approaches, could be incorporated alongside the window based approach. Finally, additional statistics such as the split score (Allman et al., 2017) can be added alongside the currently calculated statistics of the ALPHA toolkit.
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